ALPHA MAN
CONVERSATION &
PERSUASION

This information-packed, 14 CD program covers all the
bases of conversation and interpersonal communication.
In just a few days, you can dramatically increase your
conversational powers with everyone in your sphere of
influence.

http://www.alphaconfidence.com/conv/

TRUE SUCCESS WITH WOMEN REQUIRES
BOTH INNER AND OUTER GAME...
[TM]

Carlos Xuma shares the insider secrets of how to attract women
the right way - by being the REAL you!
R.E.A.L. Game cuts through all the confusing and contradicting
information out there to help you get REAL success with women by using the best parts of your authentic personality.

R = Relaxed & Resourceful
E = Effective & Energized
A = Authentic & Alpha
L = Lifestyle & Lasting

“Carlos Xuma is like that older, wiser
brother you always wished you had... You
know that he cares about you... He doesn't
brag, he just tells you what he knows and you know he knows what he's talking
about...”
- Jack Kammer, Author

Most approaches and seductions fail because the guy isn’t confident
and congruent with his true identity. He feels like he needs to rely on a
line or “fake” opener to get her interested. While having a few stories and
techniques is important, it’s the attitude that shines through.
Carlos gives you both the inner game and the outer game. When you
have both, your skill becomes natural - and more effective. Attraction is
predictable and repeatable.
It all starts with your natural Alpha Man abilities - the foundation of who
you are right now. No more faking it!

WWW.ALPHACONFIDENCE.COM/CATALOG/
LEARN:
How to attract women with your own personality
The successful traits of the Alpha Man - and how to develop them
Proven methods for overcoming “Approach Anxiety”
How to leverage the Universal Motivators - Pain and Pleasure
How to use the power of seductive language and imagery
Use Power Questions to break past social conditioning
How to control your fear and dispel your doubts
Specific techniques and exercises for a Powerful Frame ALL the time
Openers that calibrate to your style
How to build razor-sharp conversation skills
The Stepping Stones from Approach to Intimacy - Start to Finish
Exercises to raise your level of Power, Control, and Confidence
How to overcome resistance - motivate yourself to just do it
How to be successful in all areas of your life - not just women...

REAL WOMEN

-

REAL RESULTS

-

R.E.A.L. GAME

DATING STRATEGIES
GO TO:
www.datingdynamics.com

MEETING WOMEN
GO TO:
www.alphaconfidence.com/approach

TOTAL CONFIDENCE
GO TO:

ADVANCED MONTHLY COACHING

www.alphaconfidence.com

GO TO:
www.alphaconfidence.com/audio

CONVERSATION & PERSUASION
GO TO:

www.alphaconfidence.com/conv

ADVANCED DATING & CONFIDENCE
GO TO:
www.attractwomenprogram.com

“...Your stuff is simply GOLD!!”

“I would have to say that your Alpha Man
Program is one of the best solutions to getting this part of your life in order...”
- J.E. in Georgia

“...This is more than just a dating guide - it
is a collection of priceless information on
how to improve one's life in general....”

- C.P. in the U.K.

- M.R.

WWW.ALPHACONFIDENCE.COM/CATALOG/
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